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Abstract 

Smart-M3 is an open source middleware solution originally released by Nokia as a prototype 

reference infrastructure to support context-aware ontology-driven smart applications. This paper 

proposes a renewedSmart-M3Semantic Information Broker implementation with increased 

performance and usability levels. In the proposed solution many features have been added or 

modified, preserving compatibility with the previous release. The major changes are related to 

the subscription mechanism, the RDF store and the supported encodings for information 

representation and query. SPARQL query language replaces Wilbur. This paper enlightens the 

analysis carried out on the original implementation and discusses the choices made to increase its 

maturity level. The work done is a step forward towards a stable and efficient open 

interoperability platform for the emerging market of smart space based services. 

 

Index Terms: Information Interoperability, Smart Space, Triple Store, Smart-M3, RDF, 

Redland, Semantic Web, SIB, Semantic Information Store. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the smart environments market, the need for an open interoperability platform to 

support the deployment of innovative services is increasing day by day. In order to fully 

respond to multi-domain application requirements, this platform should handle 

heterogeneous devices (i.e. ranging from personal computers, servers and clusters to 

mobile devices and sensor nodes) and heterogeneous data (i.e. ranging from raw sensor 

data to user profiles). To have an impact on the market, this platform has also to be 

scalable, reliable, secure, reactive and easily accessible [1, 2]. The Smart-M3 

interoperability platform [3] is a candidate solution to meet these requirements. It is 

based on the smart space abstraction and it inherits the semantic web data model [4-7] to 

provide an interoperable machine interpretable representation of data: the analysis of 

Smart-M3principles and its application design approach are also enlightened in [7]. 

Smart-M3 was released as open source platform at the NoTA Conference on October 1, 

2009 [8] in San Jose, it was adopted by the ARTEMIS project SOFIA as baseline 

information interoperability component [9] and it has been further developed within 

several communities including the FRUCT and the SOFIA communities [10, 11], the 

Open-M3 community [12], and the Smart-M3 Lab community at the University of 

Bologna [13]. Soon after its first release, the Smart-M3 potential was understood and 

applied in other European projects, e.g. on eHealth [14] and eMobility[15]. Furthermore 

EIT ICT Labs, an Innovation Factory for ICT Innovation in Europe, included the smart 

spaces among its innovation action lines [16] and, under the name of M3, the platform 
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was adopted by the Smart Space infrastructure recently established at the Helsinki Node 

of the EIT ICT Labs [17].According to the Semantic Web theory [4] and in order to deal 

with heterogeneous data, the Smart-M3 platform was designed to store and retrieve 

information represented as a set of RDF triples [18]. Smart-M3 client agents (i.e. 

Knowledge Processors or KPs) communicate with the server part(i.e. the Semantic 

Information Broker also known as SIB) using an XML based protocol called SSAP 

(Smart Space Access Protocol) [19]. The Smart-M3 platform offers a subscribe-notify 

mechanism for context reactivity and several "Knowledge Processor Interface" (KPI) (in 

popular programming languages including C, C#, Java, PHP, JavaScript and Python) to 

simplify the communication with the SIB by abstracting from the low-level protocol 

details. The authors testedSmart-M3 in several projects [20-25]in order to better 

understand its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. As a result it was decided 

to replace the core part of the SIB (i.e. the no more supported Piglet RDF store [3]) with 

the currently supported Redland RDF store [26]. Additional contributions addressed the 

RDF store operating mode, the subscription handling mechanism and the SSAP messages 

parsing.  

Like the Piglet SIB, also the proposed implementation, named RedSib in this paper, is 

available from SourceForge [27] under the name of Smart-M3-B. 

This paper is organized in three main sections: in section II the motivations for a new 

SIB implementation are presented. In section III we describe the details of this new 

implementation. In section IV experimental results are reported. In section V conclusions 

are drawn and future work is envisioned. 

II. ANALYSIS AND MOTIVATIONS 

In this section we analyze the architecture of the original SIB (released by Nokia and 

named Piglet SIB in this paper as Piglet is the name of its RDF store) [5, 3] to underline 

some critical points and to motivate the implemented changes. We identified a set of 

features to be preserved and a set of issues to be solved (see section II.C).  

A. Architecture overview 

Fig. 1 presents a schematic overview of the Piglet SIB architecture. 

 

Fig. 1. Piglet SIB architecture overview 
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The Piglet SIB is composed of two daemons(i.e. sib-daemon and sib-tcp, sib-nota is 

not considered due to its still prototyped implementation) and a set of libraries (e.g. 

Piglet RDF store, Wilbur query engine [5, 28]).The daemons are seen from the operating 

system (i.e. a Linux based system) as independent processes that exchange content 

through the D-Bus [29]. 

The sib-daemon handles the messages coming from the D-Bus and it serializes them 

into a sequential scheduler; the overall synchronization is ensured by a mutex system. 

The sib-tcp is responsible for managing the connections with the clients (i.e. the KPs) 

through TCP sockets. It translates SSAP requests into D-Bus messages, and it 

implements a bidirectional bridge between TCP sockets and the sib-daemon. All the D-

Bus and parser support libraries are written in C. 

The Piglet RDF store is a C++ library instantiated by the sib-daemon. Piglet operates 

on a SQL Lite persistent database and it natively supports forward chaining reasoning 

based on RDF++ semantics [28]. 

Queries on the Piglet RDF store can benefit from the Wilbur query engine (i.e. a 

Python library used by the sib-daemon). The Wilbur query engine can be used both for 

instant queries and for persistent queries (i.e. subscriptions). 

B. The sib-daemon internal structure 

Fig. 2 shows the internal architecture of the sib-daemon. 

 
Fig. 2. Sib-daemon architecture 

The sib-daemon is implemented as a multithreading application where the scheduler is 

the main loop thread. Every time a request operation (i.e. remove, insert, update, query, 

subscribe, unsubscribe) comes from the D-Bus, a new thread is allocated. Every thread 

puts its own requests in an asynchronous queue (see Async Ins/Rem Queue, Async Query 
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Queue in Fig. 2) and it waits for a wake-up signal. The scheduler executes the requests in 

the following order: remove (see rdf_retractor in Fig. 2), insert (see rdf_writer in Fig. 2) 

and query operations (see rdf_reader in Fig. 2).In this architecture, subscriptions are 

implemented as queries that constantly reload themselves into the query queue until the 

corresponding unsubscription occurs. When a waiting thread receives a wake up signal, it 

checks if its operations have been completed. If yes, the result is sent to the D-Bus and 

the thread is terminated, otherwise the thread waits for the next wake-up signal. 

C. Analysis results 

As result of our analysis the following aspects of Piglet SIB have been identified as 

the features to be preserved: 

 V1: C core implementation: native C implementation of daemons and support 

libraries can be considered as one of best solutions to optimize performances and 

memory usage, especially if compared with more computationally expensive high 

level languages (e.g. Java or Python). C binaries are low weight and do not need a 

virtual machine or an interpreter (i.e. the SIB could be run also on embedded 

devices).  

 V2: Separate processes as coordinated modules: the D-Busacts as an inter-

process communication (IPC) mechanism designed for the X Window System for 

exchanging messages between applications. Even if it has been designed 

originally for a different purpose, it is anyway an efficient way to exchange 

information between independent processes. Moreover, it can run easily on every 

Linux system even without the graphical environment (i.e. just in a shell). The D-

Bus mechanism allows a sib-daemon to be connected to an arbitrary number of 

sib-tcp processes. 

 V3: RDF++ materialization: starting from the asserted triples and applying the 

rules defining the RDF++ semantics [4] it is possible to infer new information. 

The inferred triples are automatically inserted into the store, augmenting the 

knowledge available for clients. Our aim has been to maintain this reasoning 

feature but making it optional (i.e. it can be enabled/disabled). 

 V4: Synchronization at triple level: the need to control concurrent access on 

shared RDF sub-graphs is an important feature in a multi agent scenario. In the 

Piglet SIB implementation a prototype of access control was implemented [30] 

and so we decided to maintain and improve it. 

The main issues to face can be considered: 

 I1: Diverging DB size and performance: Piglet RDF store was an experimental 

software still considered in beta version when its development ended. For this 

reason some bugs or not optimized code were still present, like a continuous 

growing of the DB size. If a KP randomly inserts and removes triples from the 

Piglet RDF store, the dimension of the DB diverges. Furthermore, the Piglet RDF 

store only offers a persistent SQL Lite implementation and this can represent a 

limit when high performances are needed (i.e. using volatile memory instead of a 

persistent DB). In modern triple stores, like Redland [26] or Jena [31], 

modifications to the store can be done in RAM and then are committed to disk 

improving performances. 

 I2: Absence of SPARQL support: Wilbur queries are not yet maintained and the 

only implementation is a Python based library that works strictly connected with 
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the Piglet RDF store. Furthermore, the W3C recommended query method for 

RDF since 2008 is SPARQL [32] and implementing SPARQL in Piglet would 

require a huge programming effort because the library has not been originally 

built for it. 

 I3: Lack of support for RDF/XML triple encoding:  RDF/XML is one of the 

most common syntaxes for serializing RDF knowledge and OWL ontologies. 

According to the Semantic Web stack, the ontology layer is based on RDF and on 

XML (i.e. each ontology is a valid RDF document that can be serialized in XML). 

Supporting RDF/XML encoding of triples represents a great improvement and it 

is functional for inserting whole ontologies in the knowledge base, starting from 

the output files of well-known editors like Protégé[33].  

 I4: Subscription performance impact and stability: subscriptions are a 

powerful mechanism offered by Smart-M3 to provide software agent reactivity in 

context aware applications. Subscriptions are also widely used as an efficient 

synchronization method between multiple cooperating KPs and they reduce the 

overall SSAP traffic by providing a way to inform KPs of relevant contextual 

changes, avoiding the continuous polling of the SIB. Subscription handling on the 

client side is deeply analyzed in [34]. In this paper we focus on the server side. 

Subscriptions are managed by the SIB as recursive queries on the triple store (see 

Section II.B); when the triple store content changes (i.e. when an insert, remove 

or update occurs) all the queries related to active subscriptions are executed. The 

query results are compared with previously cached ones, and, if differences exist, 

notifications are sent to the subscribed KPs. This mechanism strongly affects 

performances because, for every insert/remove/update operation, multiple queries 

(i.e. multiple accesses to disk) are performed. Moreover, in order to be notified, 

every subscribed KP maintains a socket opened for each subscription. The SIB 

does not detect lost connections (e.g. due to network fluctuations or other 

reasons) and it continues to perform useless queries, thus dramatically reducing 

the overall performance. 

III. THE NEW SIB IMPLEMENTATION 

In this section we describe the new SIB implementation. To overcome the issues I1, I2 

and I3,we decided to replace the Piglet RDF store with Redland [35] (see Section III.B). 

Concerning the issue I4, we implemented a new subscribe/notify mechanism as described 

in Section III.C. 

A. Redland RDF store overview 

Redland is a set of free C libraries for the RDF. Redland natively supports SPARQL 

(1.0 fully and 1.1 partially) and it offers two storage options: persistent and volatile 

memory. Redland provides its own APIs for C (i.e. these have been used instead of the 

Piglet API to do every basic operation on the triple store). Redland works with two 

support libraries:  

 Raptor is a free software / Open Source C library providing parsers and serializers 

for RDF triples. Raptor was designed to work closely with the Redland RDF 

library but it is an entirely separate module [36] (e.g. it has also been used in the 

Piglet implementation). 
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 Rasqal [37] is a free software / Open Source C library handling RDF query and 

responses. SPARQL Query 1.0, many features of SPARQL Query 1.1, and the 

Experimental SPARQL extensions (LAQRS) are supported. Rasqal was designed 

to work closely with the Redland RDF library and the Raptor RDF Syntax 

Library but it is entirely separate from both of them. 

B. Redland integration into the SIB 

To implement a Redland based SIB, part of the sib-daemon code was rewritten in 

order to replace the calls to the Piglet library with calls to the Redland C API. This was a 

simple process thanks to the SIB modular architecture. The parsing and the composition 

of the internal data structure for the SSAP primitives was not affected by the introduction 

of the Redland RDF store, therefore the sib-tcp process was not involved in this phase of 

the integration process. The sib-daemon, instead, was quite strictly coupled with the 

Piglet module, therefore all basic sequential methods (i.e. insert (rdf_writer), remove 

(rdf_retractor) and query (rdf_reader)) have been re-implemented using the Redland 

API methods. This integration solved the issue I1. Several benchmarks verified this 

assertion. The memory space usage during these tests, analysed with Valgrind [38], 

turned out to be stable. 

Fig. 3 gives an overview of the new implementation, and it shows that the most 

affected part is the sib-daemon (renamed as RedSib-daemon in the figure). 

 
Fig. 3. RedSib architecture overview 

As Redland natively supports SPARQL queries and RDF/XML insert operations, to 

solve issues I2 and I3, it was necessary to extend or re-implement other parts of the SIB 

(i.e. the sib-tcp, the parser library and the utilities libraries) to proper manage the 

corresponding SSAP messages. 

C. The new subscription mechanism implementation 

To solve the issue I4, a different, more programmatic approach was required. 

To improve the efficiency of the subscription mechanism it has been necessary to 

detect the weaknesses of the previous algorithm. It can be observed that, in most cases, 

subscriptions are not fired by KP operations, and, if yes, only some of them correspond 

to effective notifications to be sent. The need of doing many queries to the disk every 

time an insert or remove primitive is performed was not acceptable. Our implementation 

overcomes this problem by caching in RAM the triple patterns related to each 
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subscription. For each subscription a string based matching is done only on added or 

removed triples instead of doing continuously the same query on the whole triple store. 

Any triple inserted that matches with at least one of the subscription patterns should be 

notified as a new_triple, and any triple removed that matches with at least one of the 

patterns should be notified as an obsolete_triple. 

The RedSib-daemon architecture is reported in Fig. 4. The new subscription 

mechanism has been implemented adding a new method (Persistent query emulation) 

and it is based on the concept of state buffer. We define a state buffer for a single 

subscription as the set of triples matching with the triple patterns of that subscription. We 

also introduced three volatile triple stores:  

 The first one stores all the state buffers of the active subscriptions (Context 

Status TS) 

 The second one stores all the inserted triples (Temp Ins TS)in a single 

scheduler cycle. 

 The third one stores all the removed triples(Temp Rm TS) in a single 

scheduler cycle. 

 

Fig. 4. RedSib-daemon architecture (new blocks are enclosed in dashed boundaries) 

The new algorithm acts as follows: 

 When a subscription request is received (i.e. it is scheduled in the sequential 

process as a common query in the query queue), a new thread is created. Each 

thread maintains a local copy of its corresponding RDF query patterns, along with 

a copy of the current state buffer (i.e. it is obtained querying the triple store). The 
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state buffer is notified as a query result and stored into the Context Status triple 

store. 

 When an insert, remove or update operation is received, the added and removed 

triples are inserted in the correspondent temporary stores (respectively Temp Ins 

TS and Temp Rm TS) and the Context Status triple store is consequently updated. 

Every subscription thread, if involved, compares its local copy of the state buffer 

with that contained in the Context Status. If the values are different it is possible 

to infer which triples have to be notified. At the end, the subscription thread 

updates its local state buffer. 

 When an unsubscription request is received the state buffer is cleaned and the 

subscription thread is terminated. 

Considering issue I4, the overall SIB stability requires a garbage collector mechanism 

for cleaning “broken” subscriptions. A conjunct mechanism between sib-daemon and sib-

tcp is required to properly remove unused subscriptions. A single subscription, in fact, 

requires two running threads, one in sib-tcp, to manage sockets, and one in sib-daemon to 

interact with the store. 

In the original SIB version, an uncaught socket exception causes the respective 

subscription thread in the sib-daemon to continue running useless. When the number of 

running threads reach the maximum allowed by the operative system, the sib-daemon 

crashes obliging to restart. 

To solve this problem we decided to apply the natural way of closing subscriptions in 

the SIB, i.e. unsubscriptions. When a notification is necessary, the sib-tcp tries to send it 

checking for any exception in the socket status. If the socket exception occurs, the sib-tcp 

catches it and sends back to the D-Bus a nun subscription message containing the same 

ID of the disconnected KP. In this way, the sib-daemon receives an unsubscription 

request exactly as it was received from the corresponding disconnected KP. This 

mechanism guarantees to terminate the thread inside the sib-daemon whenever a 

subscription indication cannot be delivered. 

The described procedure revealed itself vulnerable to a common phenomenon: broken 

subscriptions which are not fired by any notification are not cleaned. To solve this 

additional issue, the implemented solution periodically tests socket status transmitting a 

“space” character (US-ASCII decimal 32) on all subscription sockets. The default 

interval value is 10 seconds, but it is configurable as parameter of the sib-tcp. This 

feature allows the sib-tcp to understand which sockets are really “broken”, even in case 

there are no subscription indications to deliver. If exceptions are catched an 

unsubscription message is sent to the D-Bus exactly as previously described. With these 

extensions on sib-tcp, which have been tested on all client libraries, the massive use of 

subscriptions required in smart environment scenarios becomes more reliable. 

The new sib-tcp module is absolutely compatible with Piglet SIB-daemon and 

libraries; it can be therefore considered a potential new release. 

D. SSAP extensions 

Issues I2 and I3 required to extend the SSAP protocol with new messages (see Section 

II.B). The corresponding SSAP primitives have been implemented in the parser utilities 

to enable the following functionalities: 

 SPARQL query request and response. 

 RDF/XML insert, remove and update.  
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E. RDF++ support 

RDF++ reasoning [6] has been implemented as a software module that can be loaded 

optionally. This extension works applying the set of rules defined in RDF++, on 

incoming inserted triples. Below are reported the rules implemented in the RDF++ 

module. If a rule is satisfied, the corresponding inferred triples are added to the triple 

store, increasing the semantic knowledge.  

(1) ( , , ) ( )holds p s o property p  

 (2) ( : , , ) ( ) ( ) : ( , ) ( , )holds rdfs subClassOf x y class x class y z type z x type z y          

(3) ( : , , ) ( ) ( ) [ , :

( , , ) ( , , )]

holds rdfs subPropertyOf x y property x property y o

holds x o z holds y o





   


 

(4) ( : , , ) ( ) ( ) [ , : ( , , )

( , )]

holds rdfs domain p c property p class c x y holds p x y

type x c

    
 

 (5) ( : , , ) ( ) ( ) , : ( , , ) ( , )holds rdfs range p c property p class c x y holds p x y type y c      

The following rules have not been included in the RDF++ reasoner because, in our 

opinion, they would introduce to much overhead in the reasoning process, without adding 

a significant value: 

(6) ( : , , )holds owl sameAs x y x y   

(7) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , : )

( : , , )

holds p x z holds p y z type p owl InverseFunctionalProperty

holds owl sameAs x y

  
 

F. Synchronization at triple level 

Data access control at triple level is a feature implemented in the Piglet SIB[30] and 

all the functionalities have been maintained on the RedSib. Furthermore, the RedSib also 

support this mechanism with the new RDF/XML triples encoding. 

IV. EVALUATION 

To validate the proposed subscription algorithm some performance comparison 

between the RedSib and the Piglet SIB were carried out. Both SIBs were hosted by a Fit-

PC2, i.e. an embedded PC based on a1600 Mhz, dual core Intel
®

 Atom™Processor with 

1 GB of Central Memory [39]. The operating system was a 32 bit Linux Mint distribution 

[40].Results of several Piglet SIB performance tests are available in the literature, most of 

them carried out in persistent execution, i.e. with the RDF store located in persistent 

memory [41, 42]. However, as the RedSib RDF store is partially allocated in RAM 

(cached) when the amount of triples is limited, we decided to compare these two 

implementations with their RDF store entirely located in non-persistent memory 

(RAM).This choice is consistent with all applications currently of interest for our 

research. Furthermore this choice enlightens the “architectural implementation latency”, 

and masks out the database specific access latency. In order to locate the Piglet store in 

volatile memory the sib-daemon was launched in a specific folder mounted with tmpfs 

file system. The test - performed by a KP working with the Python KPI libraries [27] -

has the following cyclic behavior: at any iteration (until a maximum of 1000 iterations)a 

subscription to a single random triple is added, and several (in our case 50)inserts and 

removes of single random triples which do not trigger any notificationare repeated. Every 

time a new triple is inserted or removed both SIBs check, each one using its own 

implementation, if some notification messages have to be delivered. In this way the 
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average insert (and remove) time as a function of pending subscriptions may be 

estimated. This test was repeated twice for each SIB, once with an initially empty store 

and once with nearly 15000 triples sitting in the RDF store. The results are shown in 

Fig. 5. 

 

Fig. 5. Average triple insert time goes with the amountof active subscriptions: 

this time increases by less than a factor of 2whenclose to 1000 pending subscriptions in the RedSib 

Fig. 5 shows that, with no active subscriptions, both SIBs have quite similar 

performances, as expected, as each of them has its store on fast and non-persistent main 

memory (5.8 ms for the RedSib, 8.9 ms for the Piglet SIB). As the number of 

subscriptions increases, a linear growth can be observed, slightly noised by some 

unpredictable OS overhead. In both implementations the variability of the database 

access latency in volatile memory is negligible as the insert operation latencies are very 

similar in both cases of empty and populated stores. On the other side, the significant 

insert latency difference between the RedSib and the Piglet SIB may be motivated by the 

different implementations of the persistent query emulation algorithm. When a triple is 

inserted or removed from the RedSib the persistent query emulation algorithm “detects” 

on a fast access table if one or more subscriptions are involved: in our test no 

subscription has to be notified, therefore all the threads hold their sleep state. Even if not 

clearly visible in Fig. 5, the insert operation increases by less than a factor of 2 its latency 

value from 5.8 to 10.3msaswe go up to 1000 active subscriptions. On the other side, in 

the Piglet SIB the trend sare much higher because a query on the entire database is 

performed for each active subscription whenever an insert operation occurs and all the 

threads are woke up to check if their own notifications duty has to be carried out. Similar 

trends can be observed with remove and update operations. 

We can conclude that with the proposed subscribe/notify implementation the impact 

of the amount of active subscriptions on operation latency is kept marginal, at least up to 

an order of magnitude of 10
3
 active subscriptions. This result extends the range of 

applications that may benefit from the Smart-M3 architecture, and, particularly, it opens 

up to applications with many mobile clients subscribed to the SIB. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Smart-M3 is a middleware component to enable the exchange of data and events 

among heterogeneous devices not originally designed to co-operate. As such SMART-
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M3may become a key component of a wide range of environment related co-operative 

ecosystems. Its mission critical role, though, requires many non-functional qualities to be 

in place, most of them related to its maturity level. The proposed Smart-M3 revised 

implementation is intended to be a step forward in this direction. Some preliminary 

results show a significant performance increase, both in terms of response time and 

number of active subscriptions. The subscription handling mechanism has now an 

improved performance profile and it is more stable in presence of unexpected situations, 

like abrupt client disconnection. Features addressing platform usability were also added, 

such as, for example the ability to upload ontologies serialized in RDF/XML. 

On the other side there are still open issues to be considered. Security, privacy and 

data integrity solutions were proposed by several authors, particularly within the SOFIA 

project but they are not yet applied to the proposed implementation, so that they are still 

left to the application level [43]. 

Scalability needs to be further investigated, particularly with big data sets, keeping in 

mind the Semantic Web scenario. SPARQL support, along with the current development 

of web based APIs (i.e. PHP and JavaScript) are steps in this direction. The SSAP 

protocol performance level is currently critical and it should be enhanced [44]. Solutions 

like compressed binary format and connectionless sockets are currently under 

investigation. 

Last but not least, we have to keep in mind that the SIB is only one of the components 

of the proposed solution. To have a real benefit from the platform, new tools should be 

implemented to manage and supervise the smart space. 

With this paper the authors encourage all Smart-M3 communities worldwide to join 

their effort and increase the Smart-M3 maturity to the level required by the emerging 

industry of environment related, co-operative smart space based services. 
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